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Acute Trials

See earlier
notes re. 1964-5 epts
on page 94.

2-C-DOM!
yes-10:25AM
Nov.26,'74
2mg-No Effects

-

Nov 26 1974

One trial at, I believe, 2 mg was made in
late Nov or early Dec 1974 - cannot find
notes.

-

Dec 21 1974

12:00PM ATS 2.5mg no effects.

-

Dec 25 1974

2:15PM ATS 4.5mg no effects.

±

Jan 3 1975

9:15AM ATS 6.0mg a bit of threshold temporal
pressure at 1-1/2 hrs - nothing at 3 hrs.

-

Jan 11 1975

9:05AM ATS 8.0mg no effects - note 4I 1/10/75
4Br2C 1/8/75

tackythyl?

±

Jan 29 1975

10:50AM ATS 8.0mg after > 1 week drug free - slight coming
on at 11:45 - certainly clear by 1:00 not believably
different then the N.E. of 1/11/75. advance to 10mg
without - then with ~18 pre treat [with] 4-I.

±

February 5 1975

±

February 15 1975 10:00AM ATS 12mg at 11:00AM (1hr) a wee bit - if this is all,
I am disappointed that it was only 12mg. Very slight
effect from 1-2 hrs. that is all.

±

February 23 1975

±

August 19 1975

11:00AM ATS

15mg - slight effects, 1-2 hrs.

±

Dec 15 1975

10:30AM ATS

15mg - slight if any effects 1 1/2 - 2 hrs.

+

Nov 26 1976

9:55AM ATS 10mg slight teeth, slight throat dryness at
12:30- stim [with] tong- certainly out at 2:00PM. N.E?

8:00AM ATS

15mg in an hour or so- a slight effect-that's all

9:40AM ATS 20mg - at [0:50] maybe slightest effects. [1:30]
I seem to be a little spacy - I can focus on whatever
I wish to. {2:00} decide to focus on chemistry and
that pretty much ends it all. Substantially no effect.

date-1976?

Eric 15mg and 20mg - few hrs - agrees [with] lit [with] LS
letter 1/4/77
++ 6/6/77 9:03AM=[0:00][:40-1:00] develops to a somewhat brittle effect [2:00] +
25mg? or ++ stoned - sensible - not nearly the fun of MDMA [5:00] out - ++ OK. I do not find this useful or
intuitive - shallow and brittle.
+

5/18/78 7:50AM=[0:00] 20mg [0:40] something very subtle starts [1:00] a subtle
+ one. Basically nice - I wish it were more intense
[1:20] very neat + - intense ej!! [1:35] between + &
++ but I can do anything I wish to. So, clip weeds.
drift back uneventfully.

